From: Budapest (OSTWN)
To: Tokyo
12 February 1943
JCP

#5 (Parts 1 and 2)

To Section 18.

The Russian code (Ø54A) was **u gr ga** at the beginning of January and was sent to this office. I have already **2 lines mi**. Due to unfavorable wireless conditions, we have not yet sent it to Tokyo by direct transmission. On the other hand, we have not sent it through the general wireless because the transmission fees would be too high. Furthermore, your section has not been press- ing us in this matter.

Will you please let us know what you would like us to do regarding the following points:

a. Is it necessary to send the code?
b. If we cannot use direct wireless, shall we use general wireless?

1. We have been sending the other restricted materials we have according to the instructions (very secret) which we received from you in November and December.

2. We are now studying the movements of Agent SAKURAI.

3. We have repeatedly asked for instructions concerning our collaboration with the Germans, but have received none. Shall we stop this collaboration or not?

Inter. 12 Feb 43: (92) (Japanese) D - 1286
Rec'd. ?
Trans. 13 Jul 43 (J15-1)